Abstract: Non-negative matrix factorization (NMF) is becoming a popular tool for decomposition of data in the field of signal and image processing like Independent Component Analysis (ICA). In this study we are relaxing the requirement of non-negative data for NMF making the update equations simple and thus making it Matrix Factorization (MF) and implementing it on simulated Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI) data for detection of neuronal activity. Simulated fMRI data is processed to detect the hidden sources of task related activity, functional activity and artifacts using the proposed MF technique. Performance of the proposed scheme is better than NMF in terms of average correlation results of the extracted sources/time courses with the actual sources/time courses. Similarly proposed MF is computationally cost effective and converges fast as compared to NMF. Also extracted sources obey no permutation which is the limitation of ICA and NMF.
INTRODUCTION
Functionality of brain can be detected by many techniques like Positron Emission Tomography (PET), Single Photon Emission Computed Tomography (SPECT) and fMRI etc. fMRI has the advantage of being non-invasive. In studying functionality of brain, subjects are asked to perform some visual or motor task and changes in BloodOxygen-level-Dependent (BOLD) signal are recorded in the form of 3-D images against time using fMRI scanner (Ogawa et al., 1990) . These images formed by small variations of BOLD signal exhibits low SNR (Friman et al., 2001) . This multi-image data is then analyzed for detecting the activated neurons of the brain responsible for the experimental task being performed during the test. Before starting the analysis, some preprocessing steps like de-noising (Khaliq et al., 2012) , zero mean and whitening etc are also performed as a pre-requirement of statistical method being used for analysis. Statistical analysis techniques normally used for fMRI data are broadly divided into two main categories, that is, model driven approaches and data driven approaches. In model driven approaches, we need the experimental model of the fMRI test as in the case of time frequency analysis (Mitra et al., 1997) , Statistical Parametric Mapping (SPM) (Friston, 1996) , Canonical Correlation Analysis (CCA) (Friman et al., 2001) etc. Data driven approaches do not require any a priori knowledge of the BOLD experiment as in the case of Principal Component Analysis (Backfrieder, 1996) , Independent Component Analysis (Hyvarinen et al., 2001) , NMF (Lee and Seung, 1999) etc. However, a little knowledge of the data is required, which is being processed so that it can be decided that it obeys the validity of the data driven approach.
ICA is one of the promising method used for Blind Source Separation (BSS) problem in many fields, like communications and image processing (Conceição et al., 2011; Yu and Cheng, 2012) , audio processing (Torkkola, 1999) , fMRI (Vince et al., 2009; Wei et al., 2011) etc. However, one main limitation of ICA is the requirement of independence of sources. Some time this requirement cannot be fulfilled by the data, which is being processed for BSS problem. If it is the case in fMRI data, then one needs to look for other methods which do not require the independence of sources, like PCA and NMF etc. In PCA the assumption being made is that the sources of interest in the data are uncorrelated both in temporal and spatial domain (Xiaoxiang et al., 2004) . NMF further relaxes the requirement and it only needs that the data contains no negative elements (Lee and Seung, 1999; Liu et al., 2006) . Here we have used a modified form of NMF algorithm for decomposition of fMRI data into sources and corresponding time courses. Since the data has been made zero mean and white in order to decrease computational complexity, it does not obey the nonnegative constraint. Hence it can be called as Matrix Factorization (MF) algorithm.
In this study, we have proposed MF which is a modified version of NMF, with the advantage of fast convergence, quality of extracted sources and no permutations.
NMF MODEL
NMF model can be described as under. Suppose that X is the data matrix with non-negative elements.
Then the NMF algorithm finds the decomposition of the data matrix into A and S such that:
With the constraint that the elements of both A and S are also non-negative (Lee and Seung, 1999) .
For finding an approximation of the matrices A and S, different cost functions are used in the literature, for example, Euclidean distance based and divergence or entropy based cost functions etc. The most common and simple is the Euclidean distance based as suggested by Lee and Seung (1999) :
This is now an optimization problem which can be solved with different techniques including gradient method, fixed point iteration methods etc. Authors of Lee and Seung (1999) have suggested multiplicative update equations for solving the NMF problem which is basically the extended version of gradient based update equations with a special multiplying factor. These update equations are depicted as under:
It should be noted that ⊗ and division in equation 3 and 4 are element by element.
PROPOSED MF MODEL
We are suggesting this proposed MF scheme for fMRI data which is not non-negative because of preprocessing step of centering and whitening. Centering of the observed data is done by subtracting mean from the observed data matrix Z:
Similarly whitening is done by multiplying the observed data with some whitening matrix V this process is done using the Eigen-decomposition (Friston, 1996) and is given as: The zero mean and whitening process transforms the observed data Z into X such that E[XX T ] = I. Covariance of the source matrix S will also become identity if and only if [AA T ] = I. This is the constraint which we need to implement in our proposed scheme. This also ensures that we are limiting our search only to the orthogonal matrices and thus a fast convergence is guaranteed.
Another preprocessing step which is specifically done in case of fMRI due to its high dimensional data is the dimension reduction step. Here we have used Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) as a dimension reduction technique (Hyvarinen et al., 2001 ). This data is now ready to be processed using the proposed scheme.
Starting from the optimization of NMF problem as mentioned in "NMF Model". Let the cost function be 2 A.S X − = J which is to be minimized using the NMF update equations with the Ortho-normality constraint of the weight matrix A, such that [AA T ] = I. To use this constraint the update equation of S becomes:
It should be noted that the data now is not nonnegative, since for non-negative data, the condition of [AA T ] = I cannot be fulfilled. Using equation 4 and 7, fMRI data can be processed and hidden sources can be extracted with no non-negative data constraints.
To avoid the permutation problem which exists in NMF and most of the ICA algorithms, equation 4 needs to be re-derived for this tailored fMRI MF algorithm so that dependence of A is minimized on S during each iteration.
Starting from the cost function 2
A.S X − = J
, this function will become zero when X = A.S, which can be written as XX T = A.SX T . Now writing the update equation for A using the fixed point iteration. (8) where, η is the learning rate. Now putting the learning rate η = A/ASX T so that Eq. (8) becomes a multiplicative update equation as done in Lee and Seung (2011) :
This completes the derivation of the update equation for weight matrix A.
MF algorithm can be summarized as:
Step 1: Preprocess the fMRI data to get X Step 2: Initialize Matrix A and S randomly
Step 3: Ortho-normalize A Step 4: Update A and S using equation 7 and 9
Step 5: Stop if cost function J is less than some small number; else go to Step 4 Step 6: End
SIMULATION RESULTS
To validate and check the performance of the proposed MF algorithm, simulated fMRI like data is used which is freely available on web http://mlsp.umbc.edu/simulated-fMRI-data.html. This data was basically developed by Correa et al. (2005) for testing the validity of their algorithm. This data comprises of eight sources and their corresponding time courses as shown in Fig. 1a . The first source and corresponding time course is quite prominent in Fig. 1a which is representing functional activity. Source 2 and Figure 4 shows sources and extracted time courses by using the proposed MF algorithm that is update equations 7 and 9. As discussed earlier permutation of vectors in the source matrix is stopped. Table 1 
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CONCLUSION
In this study NMF algorithm was tested directly on fMRI data. NMF update equation of source matrix was tailored as per Ortho-normality constraint which leads to relax the conditions of non-negativity on data matrix, source matrix and weight matrix. Simulation results show that it converges fast and shows quality in terms of average correlation between extracted and actual sources and time courses as compared to NMF. But this algorithm suffers from permutations as is NMF and ICA. Update equation of weight matrix is also modified so that its dependence on source matrix is minimized. This makes the process permutation free. Further study needs to be carried out to test the performance of MF on actual fMRI data and other similar problems.
